Experimental observation of Enhanced Plasma Potential due to unabsorbed Fast Wave on EAST
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Abstract

An experiment on EAST is used to study the fast wave rectification by only an actively powered I-port antenna. The plasma potential up to 100V was found in the region that do not map along magnetic field line to active I-port antenna. This enhancement correlates with the local fast wave intensity. An increase in the loading resistance and heating efficiency was observed at low parallel wave number. The higher heating efficiency is seen to cause lower unabsorbed fast wave power in the SOL regions. This can cause a decrease in fast wave field intensity that reaches plasma facing components and can result in decrease in the plasma potential and slow wave intensity.
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Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) is a superconducting tokamak equipped with neutral beam injector, electron cyclotron wave, lower hybrid wave and the waves in Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF)[1]. Auxiliary Heating using ICRF waves has been successful in bulk plasmas heating on EAST[2]. To maximize the ICRF heating, good coupling and strong single pass absorption are both required. The previous experimental studies of the ICRF coupling on EAST clearly show that the loading resistance and heating efficiency of the I-port antennas are strongly dependent on phasing between straps. The ICRF coupling efficiency can be improved directly by changing the antenna phasing from higher parallel wave number to lower parallel wave number [3].

The ICRF heated discharges are associated with increased levels of core ion impurity content that has been observed on limiter and divertor tokamaks, such as Tore Supra[4] JET [5] Alcator C-Mod [6] and ASDEX [7]. The typically accepted physical mechanism of this problem is believed to be ICRF sheath rectification. According to the proposed rectification theory[8-11], both the Slow wave (SW) and fast wave (FW) can lead to enhancement of the plasma potential on open magnetic field lines and can causes impurity contamination by increased impurity source, sputtering, and/or transport [12]. In both cases the plasma potential enhancement is a result of the sheath rectification. For the case of SW sheath rectification, the electric fields along the toroidal magnetic field is excited directly by the active ICRF antenna. For the case of the FW sheath rectification, the plasma potential enhancement is also due to slow wave that are generated by fast waves reflecting at conducting material surfaces. In this case, the fast wave source is in the form of unabsorbed and/or reflected fast wave from the plasma core. Most work on RF-sheath are focused on SW mechanism and simply assume the FW is subdominant. Here, we aims at FW mechanism and reveals the dominant role of the FW mechanism on EAST.

In this letter we report the first direct observation of enhanced plasma potential due to unabsorbed fast wave in the ICRF heated discharges on EAST. EAST ICRF system has a two by two strap antenna located in the B port and a four strap
antenna in the I port[13]. All the antenna are operated in a phasing and frequency to heat a H minority in D plasma [2]. All the measurements were taken in the private Scrape-Off Layer(SOL) of B-port antennas using the probes located on the upper B-C side of B-port antenna limiter. Figs. 1(a) show the top view of EAST with the ICRF antennas and the main limiter. An the view of the outer wall with the B-port antenna and relevant diagnostics used to quantify the local plasma parameters is shown in Figs.1(b). These probes are not magnetically mapped to the powered I-port antennas. The local plasma potential and the local plasma density were obtained using Langmuir probes and the local RF wave fields were measured using B dot probes[14]. The Langmuir probes are fixed behind the limiter of the B-port antenna. The location of the probes in terms of $\Delta R = R_{probe} - R_{lim}$ is almost zero. $R_{lim}$ is the radial location of B-port antenna limiter.

In order to study the fast wave rectification, an experiment was performed by only an actively powered the I-port antenna in the L-mode discharge. The frequency that have been used is 34MHz. Each toroidal strap is powered by a single transmitter and can be phased relative to the other straps. The parallel wave number of I-port antenna was varied by changing the phase between straps while keeping all other plasma parameters constant. The plasma current is 0.45MA. The core plasma density is $3.5\times10^{19}m^{-3}$. The I-port antenna was used with approximately 1.0MW power. The vacuum antenna spectrum of 78541 is peaked at 5 m$^{-1}$ for the $[0 \pi 0 \pi]$ phasing. The vacuum antenna spectrum of 78545 peaked at $14.4m^{-1}$ for the $[0 \pi 0 \pi]$ phasing. Compared with the discharge 78545, as shown in Fig.2, the discharge 78541 showed a larger increase in the plasma stored energy ($\Delta W_p / \Delta P_{ICRF} = 18kJ/MW^{-1} \text{ versus } 12kJ/MW^{-1}$) whereas, the total radiation power of 78545 is larger than 78541(Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(c)). The average antenna coupling resistance increase from 2.0 $\Omega$ to 2.7 $\Omega$. The absorbed power increase from 0.31MW to 0.4MW. Namely, ICRF heated discharge with low parallel wave number is characterized by higher coupling efficiency through evanescent layer and higher absorbed ICRF power in core plasma. It is also confirmed by neutron rate as illustrated in Fig.2(b).

Figure1: (a) A diagram showing the top view of the EAST. ICRF antennas and The locations of key probes are shown. (b) the view of outer wall , including B-port antenna and the relevant diagnostics.

Figure2: Blue and Red lines indicate data taken in 78541 and 78545, respectively. Panel(a) illustrates the total radiation power; the neutron rate in(b); plasma stored energy in (c); in (d), we shown the injected power of I port antenna.

The correlation between the fast wave and slow wave strength for these two discharges are plotted in Fig. 3. The measurements reveal that the averaged power in the fast wave is typically a factor of 10 greater than in the slow wave. The dominant ICRF component is the fast wave component in this case. The trend for these two discharges show that a significant decrease in the strength of fast wave was obtained for higher heating efficiency. This is due to the varying fast wave absorption in the plasma core, which has an effect on unabsorbed fast wave electric field strength in the SOL regions. The higher heating efficiency can cause lower unabsorbed fast wave in the SOL regions and can result in a decrease in fast wave intensity.

An extensive experimental survey of the correlation between the plasma potential and fast wave intensity is carried out in only I-port antenna heated discharges, as shown in Fig.4. The Plasma potential up to 100V are observed in the unmapped region where the active I-port antenna do not magnetically map to the probes. In all cases, the ICRF-enhanced plasma potentials correlate with the strength of the fast wave. Compared to the results shown in Fig.3, both plasma potential and the local slow wave intensity correlate with the local fast wave consistent with verying the fast wave absorption in core plasma.
Figure 3: Correlation between the local slow wave and the local fast wave intensity for the discharges under constant plasma conditions with Prf=1.0MW. Blue and Red color indicate data taken in 78541 and 78545, respectively.

Figure 4: Correlation between ICRF enhanced plasma potential and the local Fast wave intensity for the active I-port antenna only and RF power from 0.8-1.0MW

The results shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 are consistent with the fast wave rectification mechanism[11]. The RF enhanced plasma potential in the unmapped regions would depend on the local fast wave intensity. The correlations between the plasma potential and the local fast wave intensity confirm this trend. Our observations are in agreement with the results from ICRF heating experiments on Alcator C-Mod, in which fast wave absorption in the core has a dramatic effect on unabsorbed fast wave reached the SOL regions[15]. These results suggest that it is beneficial to balance the ICRF coupling efficiency through evanescent layer and heating efficiency in the core plasma to minimize the effect of fast wave power on the material interactions.

Figure 5. (a) Correlation between ICRF enhanced plasma potential and the local fast wave intensity and (b) Slow wave intensity as a function of the fast wave intensity for the active B-port antenna only

As shown in Fig.5(a), the plasma potentials in excess of 100V in the SOL plasma has been observed in the B port antenna heating discharges of EAST where the active B-port antenna do magnetically map to the probes. The behavior of the plasma potential and the local fast waves intensity in Fig.5 in mapped case is in agreement with the slow wave rectification theory. The changes in the plasma potential and the slow wave intensity anti-correlates with the change in the fast wave intensity. Unlike the slow wave rectification mechanism, our experimental results in unmapped case indicate that the changes in the plasma potential and slow wave intensity are correlated with the change of fast wave intensity. Compared with the results in the mapped case, fast wave rectification is a leading candidate mechanism responsible for the observed enhancement. The unabsorbed fast wave power in the core plasma can produce enhanced plasma potential on open field line in the SOL regions.

Summary- An increase in the plasma potential up to 100V are found in the region that do not map to active I-port antenna. The observed plasma potentials and slow wave intensity in unmapped locations correlate with the fast wave intensity. As antenna phaseing switch from high parallel wave number to low parallel wave number, the drop in the fast wave intensity and the plasma potential is consistent with the fast wave rectification mechanism. These experimental observations are consistent with the idea that the potential enhancements in unmapped SOL regions are the results of fast wave incident into the SOL due to unabsorbed fast wave in the core plasma
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